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Performance to the Next Power

V X 570

Incomparable
Performance.
Enhanced Features.
Greater Flexibility.
VERIFONE’S VX 570 is an unrivaled choice for an ever-changing merchant
environment – designed to deliver unequaled performance and an
unprecedented level of flexibility.
Smart and stylish, the VX 570 relies on a lightning fast processor and
built-in thermal printer to handle debit, credit, and EBT payments, in
addition to profitable value-added applications such as prepaid
services, gift cards, and loyalty. The VX 570 provides built-in support for
dial-only, or an option that combines dial and Ethernet connectivity, so
you can start with dial now and add high-speed broadband later. You get
added flexibility without additional cost or inconvenience.
Another bright idea is the VX 570’s highly readable, white backlit display.
Bold menu prompts and VeriFone’s familiar ATM-style interface make the
device exceptionally easy to use, virtually eliminating clerk training and
errors. The trim, lightweight device can be handed over to customers to
streamline PIN entry. Further flexibility is provided by an integrated USB
port that allows for easy, secure application downloads from a Flash
memory drive. PCI PED approval and stringent security safeguards deliver
welcome peace of mind – making this versatile, reliable performer the
best choice for you.

BENEFIT S AT A GLANCE

Unrivaled countertop speed and performance
Exceptional communications flexibility – dial or IP-based
options available
USB Flash memory drive enables lightning fast
downloads and updates

V X 570
Performance to the Next Power

Features & Benefits
Performance Powerhouse
 Drop-in paper loading virtually eliminates paper jams that create delays
 Vertical, triple-track card reader improves read rates
 Advanced graphics-handling capabilities on both the display and printer
quickly render logos, special fonts, and character-based languages
 New Benchmark in Flexibility and Usability
 Modular design provides for cost-efficient upgrades and enhancements
 Backlit, white display with crisp black characters and graphics enhances
Readability under all lighting conditions
 Processes full range of transactions including debit, credit, and

EBT payments
 Multitasking and expanded memory supports revenue-producing
applications such as prepaid services, gift card, and loyalty – plus valueadded cost savers such as returns, exchanges and check authorization
 Beyond dial-only option, dial plus Ethernet module means connectivity can
be upgraded as needed – without switching devices
 Intuitive, ATM-style interface, bold menu prompts, and

Integrated printer accepts 40 percent larger,
optional 35M paper roll for less frequent
paper changes.

ergonomic keys minimize training and reduce clerk errors
 Internal PIN pad streamlines debit and other PIN-based transactions
without increasing counter clutter
 Plug-and-play device is as easy to install as it is easy to use
 Extraordinary Convenience and Security
 PCI PED approval by Visa and MasterCard ensures compliance with the
most stringent security standards
 Proven VX Solutions and industry-leading SoftPay software provide an
easily integrated, flexible, and familiar environment
 Lightweight, ergonomic device is easy to hand over to customer for
convenient PIN entry
 Locking power cord eliminates inadvertent disconnection when device is
being handled, avoiding lost time for rebooting
 Other security protections include tamper-resistant construction, end-toend
 SSL protocols, and VeriShield file authentication
USB port allows for easy, secure application
downloads from a Flash memory drive.
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